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\ WINTER SPORTS 

Toboggans for two or more persons are called 
bob-sleighs. The rider who sits at the front 
steers either with a wheel or by ropes. 

A form of winter sport that is very popular 
in Canada and the United States is ice boating 
or ice yachting, which has been an organized 

. sport in the United States for 60 years or more. 
On lakes and rivers of the northern states, 

· many followers of the sport get out their boats 
r-..s soon as the ice forms. 

Development of Ice Boats 
It is difficult to say when the first ice boat 

was made. Probably some ingenious boy 
placed runners on the bottom of a box, rigged 
a crude mast, and raised a blanket sail. From 
that small beginning by gradual steps ice 
boats have developed until now some of them 
weigh 3}000 lb. and carry 800 square feet of 
sail. 

In the most common form of ice boat a 
centre timber forms the hull. To this is 
attached the " cockpit," in which sit the steers
man and the passeng~rs; at right angles is the 
plank on the ends of which are the runners. 
A third runner at the rear of the boat acts as 
a rudder. The mast is . ''stepped'' upon a 
plate fastened to the centre timber, just forward 
of the cross-plank. The two-sail rig " jib " 
and " mainsail " is the one in 

"WINTER'S TALE" I 
of continental Europe, and still earlier mention 
in the Norse sagas. In England in the 12th 
century skates were made from the brisket 
bone of an ox and fastened by thongs to the 
sole of the skater's boot, the skater propelling 
himself with an iron-shod stick. The next 
step in the evolution of skates was an iron 
runner fastened to a wooden frame. From 
these beginnings the modern skate has been 
developed. In the Swiss winter sports· figure
skating is an important feature. 

An exhilarating pastime is made possible 
by the use of a small sail, which the skater 
holds in his hands and shifts according to the 
course he wishes to follow. The same prin
ciples that hold good in boat sailing are used 
in skate sailing. An essential, of course, is a 
fairly large area of ice. . 
"WINTER'S TALE." The King of Bohemia, 
in this romantic drama by Shakespeare, is a 
guest at the court of Leontes, King of Sicilia 
(Sicily), and enjoys such hospitality from 
Queen Hermione that Leontes is seized with 
jealousy. He forces his guest to flee for his 
life, throws the queen into prison, and commands 
that her new-born babe, a girl, be carried to a 
foreign shore, and left to die. He then sum
mons Hermione to trial. 

To his confu~ion the oracle of 
most common use. The prin
ciples of handling are similar 
to those of water sailing. The 
speed that may be attained in a · 
well-built ice boat with a large 
spread of sail is very high. 

EASY TO LEARN Apollo at Delphi declares that 
" Hermione is chaste, Leontes a 
jealous tyrant, and the IGng shall 
live without an heir if that which 

There is another form of ice 
craft, called a "scooter," which 
is really :n-othing more than a 
sailing skiff with runners on the 
bottom. It can travel over ice 
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or through open water, and can 
lift itself from the water to the 
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is lost is not found.'' Almost 
immediately word is brought that 
the young Prince Qf Sicily, 
Leontes's heir, is dead of grief, 
whereupon Hermione, until now 
dignified and .firm in her suffer
ings, falls down as if she too 
were dead. 

ice with the power of the wind · 
behind it. It was invented by 
fishermen, who found it a con
venient means of crossing partly 
frozen rivers and bays. 

Snow-shoeing is great fun for pec ple 
of every age, and it is so easy to 
learn that even a little girl like this 
one can get round quickly after an 

For sixteen years Leontes lives 
a remorseful life, bereft of wife 
and children. Then there arrives 
at his court a pair of runaway 
lovers, and ihese prove to be the 
King .of Bohemia's son, Prince 
Florizel, and his exquisite bride, Though ice boating requires a 

hour or two of practice. 

more elaborate equipment than most of the other 
winter sports, there is this to be said for . it
that it ·is not difficult for an ingenious boy to 
construct his own boat, and he can do it at small 
cost. His home-made affair may not be so swift 
or so graceful as the expensive professionally 
made ice .boat, but he may confidently count 
upon it to give him many hours of fascinating 
sport. . 

The sport of skating is at least a thousand 
years old and probably much older. There 
are references to it in many of the early books 
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the daughter of a shepherd of Bohemia. The 
Bohemian Icing follows hot:ty after . 

The Lost Princess of Sicilia 
In fear of the Icing's rage, the old shepherd 

who has accompanied the fleeing lovers produces 
a jewelled chain and a Ietter. These prove 
Florizel's bride to be not the shepherd's 
daughter, but Perdita, the lost princess of 
Sicilia ! . 

One of the ladies of the court now invites 
the company to view a wondrous statue. As· 
they gaze in admiration the " statue " comes 

F o r a n y .sub j e c t n o t J'o u n d in 
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its alJJhabeiical place see information 
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